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Abstract:  BRAGI offers an efficient visual access to sequence alignment
information, 3D alignments and annotated protein structure-function corre-
lations.   As  a  new feature  we have  mapped  information  from SWISS-
PROT and InterPro to individual entries of the PDB.  3D structural align-
ments from DALI database were converted to XML files for easy access in
BRAGI.  BRAGI provides interactive access to NCBI-Blast and the DALI
server.  Linking and visualizing different types of information hopefully al-
low the structure function of proteins to be appreciated more intuitively.

Availability: http://bragi.gbf.de
Cost: Freeware, but you have to sign a license
Copyright: GBF Braunschweig and CUBIC Köln, databases by their owners.
Some databases have restricted access for commercial usage (e.g.   DALI or SWISS-
PROT)

Introduction

The relationship between sequence, structure and function of biomacromolecules is of
central interest in biology.  Structural data on proteins and nucleic acids are stored in the
Protein Data Bank [Be02].   Its archives contain atomic 3D coordinates, bibliographic
citations,  as well as information on the sequence and secondary structure.  To  better
visualize these relationships, a large number of new features has been added to BRAGI
[SR88],  a package  for  viewing and  modeling  of  proteins.   It  operates  on  hardware
accelerated with OpenGL on ordinary Windows, Linux and SGI computers.  The user
interface  provides  an  intuitive,  standard  “look  and  feel”  of  the  computer  used.
Information from public databases such as SWISS-PROT [Bo03] or InterPro [Mu03] to
PDB  entries  have  been  integrated,  and  can  be  displayed  graphically  while  links  to
additional data are available via standard browsers.
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Integrating SWISS-PROT

SWISS-PROT is  a curated protein sequence database which strives to provide a high
level of annotation (such as the description of the function of a protein, its domains struc-
ture, post-translational modifications, variants, etc.), a minimal level of redundancy and
high level of integration with other databases.  PDB entries contain DBREF records that
provide cross-references to various databases.  Such references are, however, not system-
atically available for all PDB entries and direct chain cross-reference to a SWISS-PROT
entry is frequently entirely absent.  SWISS-PROT itself does provide such links to PDB
entries but not to individual protein chains.  Based on a list of these entries, we have ex-
tracted the protein sequences of ATOM records from the corresponding PDB entries us-
ing Perl with the Bioperl-toolkit [St02].  Using the bl2seq routine of the NCBI Blast pro-
gram [TM99], the PDB entry chain with the highest score was assigned to the SWISS-
PROT entry.  The annotations of this SWISS-PROT entry are found in the feature table.
We were able to match residues listed in this feature table to residues of the chain.  Using
the Bioperl toolkit, we extracted all functions ignoring items concerning the secondary
structure (HELIX, TURN, STRAND key), the VARSPLIC and CONFLICT key.  

Figure  1:  Screenshot of a session with BRAGI.  A protein structure ‘Alpha-Chymotrypsinogen
(1CGJ)’ is entered by the user and three functional properties are chosen from the ‘SWISS-PROT
Information’-display resulting in a region (in yellow colored ball and sticks representation) of the
residues comprising this chain on the 3D structure (main window).  These residues are building
the ‘charge relay system’. The functional annotations as extracted from SWISS-PROT are shown
in the ‘SWISS-PROT Information’ display.
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The amino acid sequence corresponding to each feature was then matched to the chain
sequence through the use of regular expressions.  In ambiguous cases, such as more than
one match or a single residue being involved, the search pattern was extended by two
residues at either end.  Thereby we could match more features such as disulfide bonds to
a PDB entry than the set resulting from ProSat [Ga03]. Information related to entries and
found in data collections (e.g.  Ensembl, EMBL, GenBank, PDB and many others) other
than SWISS-PROT from the DR (database cross-reference) lines were extracted, thus
identifying corresponding entries, for example in PDB.

Integrating InterPro

InterPro is a database of protein families, domains and functional sites in which identifi-
able features found in known proteins can be applied to unknown protein sequences.  The
same list of PDB entries described above was compared to the InterPro database using a
local version of InterProScan.  The resulting domain descriptions for each PDB entry are
stored in XML files.

Figure  2:  Screenshot  of  a  session  with  BRAGI.   A protein  structure  ‘Trypsinogen  Complex
(1TGS)’ is entered by the user and a functional domain (line   5,TRYPSIN_SER) is chosen from
the ‘InterPro Information’-display resulting in a region of the residues - highlighted in yellow
CPK representation - comprising this domain on the 3D structure in the main window.  This
domain  is  the  serine  active  site  of  serine  proteases  of  the  trypsin  family.   The  domains  as
evaluated from the InterProScan tool are shown in the ‘InterPro Information’ display.
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Integrating OMIM

To link PDB entries to information inherent in the OMIM catalog of of human genes and
genetic disorders related to inherited diseases [Mc00] we used a database generated from
OCA [4] - a browser-database for structure/function relations - , listing all PDB entries
relating to diseases.  We combined the PDB ID, the corresponding SWISS-PROT IDs
and OMIM IDs into one file.  The mutation loci were referenced to the PDB chain se-
quence and deposited into a XML file.

Integration of DALI-3D structure comparison

A comparison of protein structures in 3D using DALI [HH00] provides a multiple align-
ment of structural homologues of a query structure.  The dali_dccp file [Da00] lists a
one-line summary per matched structure.  These data and the aligned residues (dali_frag-
ments file) were merged into one XML-file per query structure.  BRAGI offers all align-
ments for seamless download and automatic 3D alignment without further manual inter-
vention.  By selecting parts of the sequence alignment BRAGI immediately highlights

Figure 3: Screenshot of a session with BRAGI.  The protein structure ‘Hemoglobin (1CBM)’ is
entered by the user.  In the ‘Human Mutation Databases’ window containing all known mutation
of this  structure from OMIM one mutation PHE122LEU (No.  317)  - jointly responsible  for
sickle cell anemia – is selected.  This PHE residue is highlighted in the 3D viewer and marked
with an arrow.
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this reference.  To get a list of structural neighbours of a structure, BRAGI sends the co-
ordinates to the DALI server in PDB format.  BRAGI displays the multiple 3D alignment
information of the reply email without previous manipulations in contrast to e.g. VMD
[HDS02]

Integrating NCBI Blast

BRAGI offers a Blast search of the sequence belonging to any structure via direct HTTP-
encoded requests to the NCBI web server to allow sequence comparisons.  By default
BRAGI searches the amino acid sequences derived from the 3D structure records from
the PDB databank.  Using Blast BRAGI offers the possibility to use the build in model-
ing tools to predict a homologous structure.

Figure  4: Screenshot of a session with BRAGI.  The protein structure ‘Oxidoreductase - Old
Yellow Enzyme’ (1BWL) is entered by the user.  In the ‘Alignment from Dali Server’ window
containing  all  3D  related  structures  found  using  DALI,  the  structure  1ICP  -  12-
Oxophytodienoate  Reductase  1 from Tomato -  chain  A is selected.   BRAGI has loaded  this
structure and shows the Calpha traces of both proteins (pink: 1BWL, yellow: 1ICP) aligned as
given by DALI 
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Discussion and Conclusion

Publicly available powerful 3D viewers such as PyMOL [De02] or YASARA [KNV03]
currently do not provide the visualization of information available from various public
databases, a precondition to a better understanding of protein function.  The combination
of a proven modelling and visualization tool, as established in BRAGI, and the linkage of
information from public databases harbors an enormous simplification for the analysis of
proteins structures and rational protein design.
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Figure  5:  Screenshot of a session with BRAGI.  A protein structure ‘Alpha-Chymotrypsinogen
(1CGJ)’ is entered by the user.  In the ‘Results of Your Blast Search’ window the consensus
sequence of an aligned sequence from a different PDB entry is highlighted.  In the 3D structure
view all those residues are highlighted in yellow that are different in these proteins. This was
done pressing the button ‘Mark Differences’
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